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Saturday, June

6. 2020

John Anthony Robles II - JAR2 is 17 Years Old
Local copy: John Anthony Robles II, I Had a Dream but it is Dead: Pathocracy, Oligarchy, Genocide, Impunity and the
Soul Killing Fascism of Mickey Mouse - Welcome to the New World Order, Jun 06, -20, JAR2 is 17 Years Old.
An important article may soon be added. Watch this space.
Inlagd av LegeNet Holistisk detektivbyrå i Bio-EM-Terrorism kl 00:45
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Thursday, April 16. 2020

John Anthony Robles II articles on the ongoing Bio-EM-terrorism and genocide
Just linking to local copies. This post may be added to with further such links.
The Russia Report: Exposing the NWO Globalist Conspiracy 6th Edition
CORONAVIRUS: USA Biological Terrorism
John is currently working on an article about Gates pushing vaccinations for 7 billion people, and mention that
fortunately for Russia Putin will have none of it.
My own comments:
There is an element to this terrorism matrix that is to take out the so called useless eaters and anyone who oppose this.
The tech in the so called LED Street Lamps is far more and given far more power supply than the in reality LED Lasers
(due to the lenses) would require. The larger supply and higher voltages go to directed radar antenna. Seems they
unlawfully want to have total control over what happens on the street and inside nearby buildings. And likely also be
able to induce various medical conditions and even death. Around 60 GHz can for example suffocate people by
preventing oxygen uptake.
To have the local councils let this go on I suppose they already are targeted by their own 'kill switches' if they don't go
along. In Sweden it is also so that all 'Nämndemän' in the courts, essentially citizen judges, are selected from such local
council politicians. So it's doubtful if anything can be done about it inside the existing structures. Natural and Common
Law Tribunals for Public Health & Justice MUST BE CREATED BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE PEOPLE, and law
enforcement ORDERED to obey or to stand down unless they also shall be judged under terrorism and genocide laws.
Proof that "LED Street Lights" are instead disguised high power radar and laser weapons systems with a variety of
harming modes including killing you, see 18 m 8 s into the clip STREETLIGHTS AS A WEAPON #TERROR
#GOVERNMENT #WEAPONS .
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